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3 main components to Teaching and Learning:
Teachers/Instructors, instructional Materials/information,
Students. To improve student learning,
3 common approaches in literature, focus on:
1) Improving the instructional materials:
Better visuals, better organization, adaptive systems tailored to Ss’ level of
understanding, etc. etc.
2) Improving what Instructors do in some ways:
Use formative assessment (clickers) to help instructors know the level of
students’ mastery; Integrate concrete & abstract representations.
3) Providing/asking Students to use a variety of learning strategies:
Take notes, do concept mapping, summarize, collaborate, self-explain.
The first 2 approaches can improve Ss learning, but not enough. Can’t do critical thinking.
The 3rd approach can be powerful, but literature gives a confusing picture. Ex,
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Self-explaining is a strategy of inferring a small piece of
new knowledge while reading/learning, without feedback
( C h i , d e L e e u w, C h i u , & L a Va n c h e r, 1 9 9 4 ; C h i e t a l . 1 9 8 9 )

• Adult Ss read a long passage (about 87 sentences) @ human circulatory system,
asked to explain-to-themselves what each sentence means.

Text sentence
The septum divides the
heart into two sides.

Self-explanation articulated
“I wonder whether the
septum is solid or porous.”

• “solid or porous” is a small piece of new K not presented in text @
structure of septum. Ss can generate such inferences or hypothetical
pieces of un-presented (new) knowledge. Not “new” to domain. New
to the instructional information only.
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Self-explaining—generating small inferences, if executed
continuously while reading, cumulatively, is ver y powerful:
It enhances Deeper learning significantly compared to
reading same passage twice (deeper learnin reflects ability to
think critically). Explain “Deeper learning” by comparing
90
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(Chi, de Leeuw, et al, 1994)
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Self-explaining is necessar y because all texts are
incomplete , so it allows Ss to infer omitted information.
Extremely powerful. Below, shows what Ss can infer.
In same study in prior slide:

# of Function information inferred

High frequency self-explainers inferred

10.5/11 omitted

Low-frequency self-explainers inferred

7.8/11 omitted

==> Instructional materials need not be complete (less is more)
because Ss can infer omitted information.
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The problem with the strategy inter vention approach
Confusing learning evidence in the literature:
A Given Inter vention Contrasted in Multiple Ways
in numerous studies: Self-explaining, Chronological
order

1. Self-explaining while reading & prompted > Re-reading text twice (Chi et al,
1994)
2. Self-explaining text sentences > Repeating sentences (O’Reilly et al, 1998)
3. Self-expl incomplete examples > Studying completed examples (Stark, 1999:
Atkinson et al, 2003)
4. Self-explaining a worked-out example by selecting responses from menu >
Studying the example only (Conati & VanLehn, 2000)
5. Explaining others’ solution > Watching others’ solution (Pine & Messer,
2000)
6. Self-explaining while re-reading > Re-reading only (Griffin et al, 2008)
7. Explain with a partner > Explain alone (Hausmann et al., 2008)
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A 2 nd Example: Concept Mapping

Multiple Contrasting Conditions of an Inter vention
& student learning
1. Concept mapping + Lecture > Lecture only (Schmid & Telaro, 1990)
2. Copy mapping > Reading map (Willerman & Mac Harg, 1991)
3. Collaboratively building maps > Individually building (Okebukola &
Jegede, 1998; Czerniak & Haney, 1998)
4. Collaboratively building maps = Collaboratively building maps with 2
additional resources (van Boxtel, et al., 2000)
5. Concept mapping > Read + Discuss (Guastello, Beasley, et al, 2000)
6. Correcting concept map > Reading text (Chang, Sung & Chen, 2002)
7. Concept mapping from generating nodes & links > Concept mapping
from selecting nodes & link (Yin,Vanides, et al, 2005)
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B/c of discrepancies in literature & need to know
what can be applied in the classrooms:
IES sponsored a repor t, convening an
Exper t panel (psychologists) to distill what findings from
decades of research are robust & can apply in classrooms:
Apply approach

Organizing instruction and study to improve student learning: IES
Practice Guide: NCER 2007-2004
Pashler, Harold; Bain, Patrice M.; Bottge, Brian A.; Graesser,
Arthur; Koedinger, Kenneth; Mcdaniel, Mark; Metcalfe, Janet
After decades of research, 7 Principles have robust
evidence, but only 6 principles have moderate-strong
evidence.
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I have categorized the 6 Principles with Moderate &
Strong Evidence from the IES Practice Guide for what
instructors should do:
How to enhance memory:

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Problem w apply approach: 6
very specific, discrete & random
Space learning over time
recommendations on memory,
Use quizzes to re-expose Ss to key content.
design, teach, elicit;
• without sufficient prescription
How to design instructional activities:
forexercises.
classroom instruction.
Interleave worked example solutions with problem solving
How do you generate deep
How to teach with respect to 2 forms of information:
Qs?
How often to interleave ex?
Combine graphics with verbal descriptions
• Does not address what problems
Connect and integrate abstract & concrete representations
concepts.
teachers of
face?
How to elicit Ss’ explanations:
• Does not consider how students
Use prompts and deep questions to elicit students’ learn?
explanations.
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Difference between
Apply research approach vs translation research
• Apply approach (just shown):
• Identify robust findings that may have implications for classroom learning, and apply these
robust findings in classrooms
• Problem: Many details exist that are not addressed. E.g. “Space learning over time”: How
far to space, what size of instructional materials to chunk, etc. etc.
• Problem: Not address Instructors’ needs or challenges.

• Translation research approach: Translation in two senses.
• First, researchers translate a theory or coherent understanding of how students learn via
PD (professional or faculty development) for intervention/change;
• Then instructors translate their understanding into implementation in the classroom
Ø research uncovers what hurdles Instructors & Ss face in adopting your intervention
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Our work aims to achieve some coherence in
the literature on how to enhance students’ learning,
a) by providing a unified & parsimonious theory on
how Ss learn, especially for achieving deeper
understanding
b) such that the theory is generalizable across
grade levels, content areas, tasks, etc.
c) then carry out translation classroom research to
assess how instructors can adopt our theory &
design their own instructional improvements.

Doing translation classroom research allows us to
find out what teachers currently do, and what is
difficult for teachers to adopt, etc.
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How Do Students Learn?
• By engaging cognitively with the instructional materials, while:
reading text, listening to lectures, watching videos, solving
problems, answering questions, studying examples …

• ”Engaging cognitively or cognitive engagement” means “thinking”
about the instructional materials (vs behavioral
engagement, measured by doing homework, attending class)

• But we cannot “see” how students are thinking, either in a
classroom or remotely.
• So cognitive engagement has been defined instead in the
following 2 ways in the “practice” literature
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One way to define
Cognitive Engagement as students being
On-Task or Off-Task
Easily detectable visually in class by their behaviors
(or recently, data mining techniques of mind wandering/off-task)
On Task
Ss Paying Attention

Off Task
Not paying attention
Goofing off
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A 2nd way is to further define Ss’
On-task Engagement as:
“Active” Learning vs “Passive” Learning:
Defined by Instructors Lecturing or Not Lecturing
On Task
Ss Paying Attention

“Active
Learning”
Instructor
Not Lecture

>

>

Off Task

“Passive
Learning”
Instructor
Lectures
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The Most Persuasive Evidence:
A Meta-Analysis of 225 Studies in college STEM
Classes

Fre e man, Edd y, M cd on ou gh, Smith, O koroafor, Jord t, & We nd e roth , 2014,
P roce e d ings of T he N ational A cad e my O f Scie nce s

Active Learning

>

Instructors NOT lecture

Passive Learning
Instructors lecture

• Improved college Ss learning: by almost half s.d. (0.47 SD).
• Reduced failure rate: from 33.8% to 21.8%
• Closed gender achievement gap (Lorenzo, Crouch, Mazur,
2006).
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Two problems with dichotomizing engagement only
as “active” vs “passive” learning
1) No prescription for what instructors should do or make Ss do,
if not lecturing. (E.g. should Ss solve problems? Group work?
Watch videos?)
2) Are students thinking hard/deeply [or “well” Dan Willingham) just
because they are “active”? How can we tell?
Since thought processes: Covert

But Student Behaviors: Overt
Can we tell whether Ss are
thinking hard from Ss behaviors?
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Our claim is that students’ “active learning” behaviors can be
fur ther discriminated into 3 behavioral modes,
suggesting different degrees of thinking:
We call the 4 modes ICAP.
On Task
Ex. Paying Attention
Mind On-Task

Active Learning
Instructor: No Lecturing,

Interactive >

Constructive

>

>

Off Task
Ex. Goofing off
Mind Wandering

Passive Learning
Instructor: Lecturing

> Active > Passive
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OUTLINE
Part I: A theory of cognitive engagement: ICAP,
Part II: Show the theory’s predictions and
supportive evidence from the literature
Part III: What does it take to translate our theory
into practice?
Part IV: Practical adoption
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Part I: The ICAP Theory
On-task & off-task engagement are easily differentiated and
detectable by visible behaviors.
However, we propose that on-task engagement itself
can be further differentiated into 4 modes by:
1) Visible Behavior, plus the
2) Content of the outputs that Ss produce
Each indicator alone is not as accurate as used jointly.
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ICAP

Our claim: that these 4 On-Task engaging behaviors can be
discriminated, suggesting different “degrees” of thinking.

Paying attention

Drawing a concept
map

Measuring

Comparing ideas,
justifying, arguing
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Can we characterize & differentiate these 4
behavioral modes by what
students do & what they produce as outputs?
Characterizing the behaviors & outputs allows us to
generalize across various behaviors, study strategies, etc.
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Passive Mode: Attentive Behavior + No outputs
Characterized by Ss paying attention, oriented toward & receiving
instruction. But not doing anything else overtly or producing anything
Examples

Doesn’t matter how
organized the instruction
or book is, or how much
visuals and animations it
contains, Ss are Passively
receiving instruction.
Research typically focuses on
improving the instruction.

Outputs

• Listening to a
lecture without
taking notes
• Watching a video
• Hearing an
• None
explanation
• Observing a
demonstration
• Reading a text
• Studying a workedout example
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Active Mode: Manipulating Behavior + outputs that are parts
of materials
Ss are paying attention and physically manipulating the instructional
materials, but not adding any new information.
Examples
• Copying the solution
x
from the board
• Underlining the
x
important sentences
• Arranging
• Selecting an
x
option/icon
• Moving a slider to x
location
• Recording amount x
measured
• Describing a scene x

Outputs
contain components
identifiable in the
instructional content

• Solution steps provided
• Underlined sentence is
subset of all sentences
• Choosing 1 of the
available options
• Locations on slide
provided
• Amount shown on the
instrument
• Scene provided
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Constructive Mode:
Generating Behavior + New information not in instruction
Ss are producing some additional information or small pieces of knowledge that is
new or goes beyond what was presented in the instructional materials, literally.
Outputs

Examples
• Drawing
• Explaining & self-explain

Not discovering
knowledge/principles
novel to the domain!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Posing
Taking
Providing
Comparing & contrasting
Evaluating
Predicting

reflect information not in
instructional content

• Concept
map/diagram
• Explanations
Questions
Notes
Justifications
Similarities &
differences
• Reviews
•
•
•
•
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Interactive Mode:
Collaborating Behavior + producing
New information that cannot be generated alone
The Interactive mode in ICAP refers to collaborating with a peer in which:
• each person is generating and building on own &
• Build on the other person’s contributions in a mutually co-generative or
co-constructive way.
[Note: Interacting with a learning environment or system is not necessarily
Collaborative, in this co-constructive sense; yet]
Outputs

Examples

extend beyond content &
extend beyond each partner’s
contributions

• Discussing

• Richer explanations
• Outcome of
Consensus
• Innovative new ideas

• Solving jointly

• New solution

• Explaining jointly
• Debating w a peer
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Summar y: Operational Behavioral Definitions of
4 On-Task Cognitive Engagement Modes
Using behaviors to indicate cognition/thinking

Labels

Interactive

Constructive

Active

Passive

Behavior

Collaborate

Generate

Manipulate

Attend

Content of
Outputs

Extends
beyond
instruction
info &
partner’s
contribution

Extends
Beyond
Instruction
info

Identifiable
parts of
instructional
info

No product
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We said “Learning is thinking about the instructional
information.”
What are the processes of thinking about instr infor?
Suppose knowledge consists of nodes and links
networks.
Thinking about or learning is using knowledgechange processes to build a mental model or
mental representation as one learns.
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Consider these 4 basic
knowledge-change/learning processes:

Store

New K

Activate

Relevant prior K (PK)

Link (elaborate) Connect New K with PK,
Connect PK with PK,
Connect PK with inferred K
Infer

From PK,
From new inform,
From PK linked with new K, etc.
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How knowledge might change from the 4 learning
processes of each mode, and the performance
outcomesè Hypothesis learning decreases I > C > A > P
Passive: Paying
attention

Active: Manip inform
without adding any
new information

Constructive:
Generate new unpresented info

Interactive: Cogenerated unpresented info

è information is
received & stored,
but not connected to
PK so is isolated and
inert.

è the manipulated parts of
instruction activates
relev PK, so new information
can be linked with PK, so
PK is strengthened, more
coherent & complete.

è new ideas are
inferred from PK and
from new information
linked to PK, causing
richer knowledge
networks.

Co-generating Ideas
means each partner
infers ideas based on
own ideas and partner’s
generated ideas.

Verbatim
recall, in the
same context

Enhanced recall
in multiple context,
shallow learning

Deeper underst, Can invent or
can think more
innovative more
critically, transfer creative ideas

>

>

>

Because inferring occurs only in the Constructive
and Interactive modes, we propose

A
N
A
P

Y
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Active
• Activate
• Link
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P

Passive
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• Link
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a
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From improving memory
to improving deeper
understanding

N
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N
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A
I

P

N
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• Link
• Infer– from
-own
• Infer–from–
other
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N

N

N
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Interactive:
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A
P

Y

Z

P

A
N

X
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A
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è Focus instructional
improvement from
A, P to C, I.

A
N

g

Bigger learning
gap between
I > C >> A > P
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Some clarifications of the inferring process
occurring in the 2 higher modes:
Constructive and Interactive
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Constructive can mean inferring a minute piece of K that goes
beyond the instructional information, such as self-explaining.
Ever yone can do it. Don’t need high PK to be able to infer.
So being Constructive does not have to mean engaging in a large-scale
task such as: These tasks do engage inferring repeatedly, so are
definitely constructive.
Conceptmapping

Generating a
solution to
hard problem

Writing a causal
explanation

Synthesizing
content from
multiple resources

In the Interactive mode , collaborators build on each other’s
contributions : co-constructive . No definition of co-constructive dialog.
U sing IC A P as a le ns to an alyz e d ial og patte rns , s h ow that unfo r t una t ely,
t here a re 4 non-co-constructi ve dia log pa t t er ns, ( Chi & M e n e k s e , 2015)

Label

Pairing. No arrows
means no interactions.

Parallel play: No interaction
(not responding to partner’s contributions;
each partner doing her own thing)
Cooperate: No interaction
(divide & conquer)
One partner dominates: Interactive
(but only one partner Constructive)

C
A
A

C
C
A

C
C

A
C

A
P

C
C

Both partners are Active: Interactive
Co-constructive: Interactive

A
C

A
C
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Summary of clarifications @
Constructive & Interactive modes
• Constructive can mean generating a small piece of
inference (not necessary to have large scale
outputs). Powerful and effective.
• Difficult to achieve co-constructive pattern of
interactions for Interactive. Not clear yet how to
teach students to collaborate co-constructively.
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OUTLINE
Part I: A theory of cognitive engagement: ICAP,
that has clear operational definitions
Part II: Show the theory’s predictions and
supportive evidence from the literature
Part III: What does it take to translate our theory
into practice?
Part IV: Practical adoption
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The predictions of the I>C>A>P hypothesis can
be confirmed by various permutations of
pairwise comparisons.
1. We show how we map conditions of published
studies from the literature to ICAP modes.
2. Mapping is done from the perspective of the students.
3. Hundreds of studies in the literature show support.
4. We illustrate with 4.
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(1) An example with a young age group
( Le gare , Lomb roz o, 2014; J. o f E xper iment al Child P s y c ho logy )

• Preschoolers were shown 5 interlocking gears,
a crank that turns a fan. Two groups:
Watch cond: “Let’s look at this” turn the crank-fan, 40 sec
Explain cond: “Tell me how this works” while turning for 40
sec.
• No feedback.
• Learning measure: State the causal-functional relationship between
the crank and the gears to allow the machine to work.
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Illustrate how we map conditions of a study
to ICAP modes, from the perspective of the child

Study 1: Freq of
correct explanations
Explain > Watch è
C>P

Study 2: For the Explain condition, some
Explained and some Described.
Explainers > Describers. è
C >A
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(2) How we map conditions of this study to
ICAP modes (Blankenship et al., 2010)

The actors in the video are discussing a topic (radar).
Video is then shown to individual observing students.
Mapping will be done from the perspective of the observing S
who is learning (about radar).
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Explain condition: One actor in video asks a question, the
Obser v S answers:
Obs S is Constructive
Listen condition: One actor asks a questions, another
actor answered. Obser v S listened to answer. Passive+fdbk
Control condition: No questions asked, no answers given,
Obser v S gave no response, heard no answer. Passive-fdbk
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Signif diff in one-month delayed retention
Favoring explain group (blue line) compared to
listen (green) & control
Blue line: 1-month delay, Explain
> Listen, consistent with C>P
part of I>C>A>P, even though in
Listen, Observ S heard the
correct answer.
Green line: Hearing correct
answer only helped immediate
recall (same context), but
Explaining helped long-term
retention (imply deeper
understanding).
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(3 ) Pair-wise Comparisons:
Mapping the conditions of lab studies to IC AP modes,
should show learning improvements as predicted by
IC AP. Using the 2 examples shown earlier.
2nd cond
1st cond

Passive

Active

Constructv

Passive

=

Active

>

=

Constructive

>

>

=

Interactive

>

>

>

Interactive

=
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The 7 studies on self-explanation with random comparisons
all make sense in this ICAP table: Enable choosing & substituting
Passive

Active

Constructive

4. Self-explain

Active

a worked
example by selecting
responses from a menu
> Study example only
1 & 6. Self-explaining

while reading > Rereading text twice
Const

text
sentences > Repeating
3. Studying incomplete sentences
examples > Studying
completed examples
5. Explaining

Interact

others’
solution > Watching
others’ solution

2. Self-explaining

7. Explain

with a
partner > Explain
alone
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The 7 studies on concept mapping also makes sense, including null result
Passive
Active

2. Copy

Active

Constructive

mapping

> Read map
The picture can't be displayed.

6. Correcting concept

map > Reading text
Construct

7. Concept

mapping from
1. Concept mapping + generating nodes & links >
Lecture > Lecture only Concept mapping from
selecting nodes & link
5. Concept mapping >
Read + Discuss

4.Collabortvely

building
maps = Collaboratively
building maps with 2
additional resources

3. Collaboratively

Interact

building maps >
Individually building
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( 4)

Evidence from our own lab across 4 modes
(college Ss, engineering concepts): no feedback
Text Only
Read (Passive)

or

Read & underline (Active)

Text for the elastic modulus concept
The degree to which a structure deforms or
strains depends on the magnitude of an
imposed stress. For most metals that are
stressed in tension and at relatively low
levels, stress and strain are proportional to
each other through the relationship E = σ/ε
where E is the elastic modulus, σ (sigma)
represents stress, and ε (epsilon) represents
strain. For example, assume we have three
metals: metal A, metal B and metal C. The
metal A has the greatest elastic modulus
among all three and the metal B has greater
elastic modulus than metal C. This
relationship also implies that the metal A
has the greatest slope in a stress-strain
curve and the metal C has the smallest slope
in the same curve.

Diagram Only

Explain (Const)

Jointly Explain(interactive)

Graph for the elastic modulus concept

Explain the relations between
Metal A, Metal B, Metal C.
Justify your selections
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Learning engineering content in 4 modes:
Pre- to post-test gains are significantly
different across modes

READ

UNDERLINE

EXPLAIN

EXPLAIN JOINTLY

Menekse, Stump, Krause & Chi (2013). Differentiated overt learning activities for effective
instruction in engineering classrooms. J. of Engineering Education, 102, 346-374. Best Paper
Award from ASEE..
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OUTLINE
Part I: A Theory of Cognitive Engagement: ICAP that has clear
operational definitions
Part II: Show the theory’s predictions and supportive
evidence from the literature
Part III: What does it take to translate our theory into
practice? What is translation research?
Part IV: Practical adoption
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2 nd

12 components needed in a translation research paradigm
Involve 3 groups of players (R, T, Ss).
1 st row: What each group does
row: How to assess each component; & What are possible data??
(not simple lab study)

R
Develop
Theory or
robust
phenomena

R
Translate
theory to
explain to T
(PD)

T
Design
lesson
plans

T
Implement
lesson plans
in real time

R
Seek
evidence for
theory/
phenomena

R
Dev
Assessment
of PD
success

R
Dev
Assessmnt
of Design
success

R
Dev
assessment
of Implem
success

Ss
Enact
carry out
assigned
activ

Ss
Learn

R
R/T
Dev
Dev
Assessment assessment
of Ss
of Ss
enactment
learning 48

Study 1:
Remaining 10 components after theory was developed & supported
Challenges remaining ??? about assessment (not a simple lab study).

R
R
Develop
Develop
Theory or robust instruction for
phenomena
T (PD)

T
Design lesson
plans

T
Implement
lesson plans

Ss
Ss enact,
carry out

Translate
Teachers
Ts Explain Ss carry out
into an
designed
assignment T-generated
online PD
improved or activities
activities
module that lesson plans
to Ss
explains
(improved
ICAP
Activities)
R
Seek evidence
for theory/
phenomena

Ss
Ss Learn,
perform,

Take
T-designed
content
tests

R

R

R

R

T

Dev
Assess

Dev
assess

Dev
assess

Dev
assess

Dev
assess

???

???
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Study 1: Clarify what Teachers did in Design phase.
13 K-12 Teachers learned about ICAP from an online PD;
then they chose & modified their own Lessons (65 lessons total)
1.Each T choose their topics for improvement. For each topic, they design 2 lesson plans.
2. Each Lesson was designed (or “intended”) by T to be in a specific ICAP mode. Paired
with another class in another mode. Both lessons given same assessment test.
3. Each lesson plan contains 3 activities/worksheets.
Activity 1
4. T teaches (implemented) their lessons.
Active
Activity 2
Lesson
TOPIC 1
Activity 3
Interactive
Test 1
Lesson

Teacher

TOPIC 2
Test 2

Constr
Lesson
Interact
Lesson
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An example of 2 contrasting activities T designed:

one original/designed (intended) for an Active class,
one improved (intended) for an Interactive class
.

Active (Card sorting)

Interactive (Generate in 3
formats collaboratively)
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Surprising outcomes:
Translation research can reveal insight and findings for new
challenges, relevant to prescription for practice
R

R

T

T

Ss

Ss

Develop
Theory or

Develop
instruction
for T (PD)

Design
lesson
plans

Implemnt
lesson
plans

Ss enact,
carry out

Ss Learn,

Develop an
online PD that
explains ICAP

Teachers
design
improved
Lesson plans

Ss do
T-generated
activities

Take
T-designed
tests

R

R

R

Ts Explain
assignment
or LEAD
discussion
with Ss
R

R

T

Seek evidence

Dev
assess

Common
data
source?
Dev

Common
data
source?
Dev

Dev
assess

Dev
assess

robust phenomena

for theory/
phenomena
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First challenge:
How do we assess T’s design of 65 lessons,
varied in activity types, topics, grade level?
A conventional way might be to evaluate the 65 lesson plans
and assign to ICAP mode (we did that).
Is there another faster way, less subjective, has potential for
scaling up, and can lead to prescription?
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Insight: Only common source of data across all lesson
plans are the Instructional Directives for the activities.
Code the VERB directives within teacher instructions.
Fill in each section with a group of
Equivalent representations Active

With your partner, create at least 3
equivalent representations Interactive

Active (Card sorting)
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Out of a sample of 111 verbs, 58 (~half) were
judged to be manipulative/Active verbs.
Can code by imagining what Ss are asked to do

Examples:
“Label the

triangle like the following:”
“Measure out the NaHCO3”
Even without context, we can
more or less determine the
mode of a verb for most of
them.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add
Annotate
Attack
Avoid
Bend
Break down
Calculate
Categorize
Check

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email
Expand
Factor
Fill in/out
Find
Fold
Follow
Guess

• Identify
•
•
•

Include
Keep notes
Keep track

•

List

• Choose • Label
•
•
•
•
•

Circle
Click
Complete
Confirm
Consider

• Copy
•
•
•
•

Cover
Cross out
Delete
Describe

• Match
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure
Move
Name
Number
Order
Paraphrase
Pick

•
•
•

Place
Practice
Re-organize

• Recall
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Record
Refer to
Review
Rewrite
Round to
Show
Stimulate
Take down
Tape
Type
Use
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They used less than half as many generative/Constructive
verbs (27 Constructive vs 58 Active)
• Ask questions • Generate

“Use

the information your
team gathered yesterday
to generate a ratio chart
and a graph of your
running/walking rate.”
“Using supplies provided,
create a model protein
that shows all 4 levels of
protein structure. ”

• Brainstorm

• Graph

• Build

• Justify

• Come up

• Plot

• Comment

• Predict

• Compare

• Represent

• Construct

• Set goal

• Create

• Sketch

• Decide

• Solve ??

• Defend

• Suggest

• Determine • Support
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They used ver y few collaborative/Interactive verbs
(9, or ~8%), all but one can lead to coconstructive dialog è This tells us that we did
not provide adequate explanation of coconstructive collaboration
• Agree upon
• Answer with
partner

• Debate
•
•
•
•

Discuss
Exchange
Help
Participate

• Share
• Work with
group/partner
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Were teachers accurate? I.e. success of PD?
Were the Verb directives appropriate for the
mode of the class as they intended?
100%

Manipulative
Generative
Collaborative

Proportion of Written
Instructional Segments

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

7%

10%
0%
ACTIVE

CONSTRUCTIVE

INTERACTIVE

Teacher Intended Mode for the Class
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Even with T’s modest accuracy (or understanding of
ICAP), Ss learning outcomes, pooling all the C classes,
were significantly Better than all the A classes

( Ignore Interactive mode because they misunderstood Interactive)

Normalized Gain (g)

0.5
0.4

★★★
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Active (15)

Constructive (18)

Teacher Intended ICAP Mode (# classes)
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Second challenge:
How do we assess T’s classroom implementation from
videos? What is a common source of data across
varied lesson plans & activities?
R

R

T

T

Ss

Ss

Develop
Theory or

Develop
instruction
for T (PD)

Design
lesson
plans

Implemnt
lesson
plans

Ss enact,
carry out

Ss Learn,

Develop an
online PD that
explains ICAP

Teachers
design
improved
Lesson plans

Ss do
T-generated
activities

Take
T-designed
tests

R

R

R

Ts Explain
assignment
or LEAD
discussion
with Ss
R

R

T

Seek evidence

Dev
assess

Common
data
source?
Dev

Common
data
source?
Dev

Dev
assess

Dev
assess

robust phenomena

for theory/
phenomena
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Study 2 data addressed the
Second challenge of how to assess T’s
classroom implementation from video data?
(Study 2 replication, we revised the design,
focus on implementation)
Question-asking by Ts during whole-class teaching.
But how do we code questions?
Data compared baseline year with ICAP
intervention year (8th grade science)
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Did Teachers ask deeper questions?
Deep Q is not well defined in the literature.
• In IES Practice Guide, deep questions are defined as those
that focus on “the underlying causal & explanatory principles.”
• Daunting definition! Teachers could not develop deep
assessment questions in our earlier efforts.
• Another conventional approach to explain deep question: is to
suggest using Q stems: e.g. Why? What caused X, How did X
occur,What if, How does X compare to Y, and Why is X important.
• Can we use ICAP to code questions?
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HOW TO CODE T’S QUESTIONS?

ICAP came to the rescue again.
Used ICAP to code teachers’ questions
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Ex. Of how questions are coded
Passive Q: A rhetorical question to emphasize a point. Teachers
answer own question; or vague assessment. Does not
expect a response.
• So…where’s the gene? It’s on the chromosome, right?
• Does that make sense?

Active questions: T asked Ss to recall information from
previously taught materials, provide facts from background
K; does not need to draw inferences.
• Who remembers what we talked about …the relationship between predator
and prey?
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Constructive Q: Answers have not been provided in
the lesson/instructional materials.
• What will happen to the mice that have the mutation described in
the text?

Interactive Q: Very few. Opportunities given to
collaborate; or asking one s to respond to
another s’s comments.
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YOU TRY
• Which mode of Question is this likely to be:
• What color is lava?

• Which mode of Question is this likely to be:
• Which parts of this desert environment would be useful for a
dark mouse to hide in?
• Why do you think that’s the case?
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Study 2: To assess implementation from videos;
Compared changes in mode of Q asked during
baseline year (red) and inter vention year (blue)
80

Baseline
68.2

Percent of Question Mode

70

Intervantion

68.6

60
50
40
30

*

20

22.1

19.48

10
0.8

*

9.3

8.8
2.73

0

Interactive

Constructive

Active

Passive

Mode of Question
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(1) Pre- and post-tests of Ss learning in

baseline & treatment year (same test):
Significant improvement
0.7

***

0.6

Percent Correct

0.5

0.4

Pre

0.3

Post
0.2

0.1

0

Baseline

Treatment

Condition
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Did increase in C questions help Ss learning?
Correlated total # of Constructive & Interactive Qs with
Ss learning gain scores in each section in both baseline
& inter vention year from Study 2

Although amount of increase in C & I questions was
modest, the amount Correlated significantly with
Student pre-post-test Learning Gains ~ .444
(significant at .01 level)è
è More I & C teacher questions led to more learning.
è Teachers were not taught how to ask more
Constructive questions. The PD enabled them to ask
more Constructive questions.
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OUTLINE
Part I: A theory of cognitive engagement: ICAP,
that has clear operational definitions
Part II: Show the theory’s predictions and
supportive evidence from the literature
Part III: What does it take to translate our theory
into practice? What is translation research?
Part IV: Prescriptive advice
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Prescriptive advice:
What should Instructors do to elicit higher modes of
engagement from students?
Lots of advice available in the Practitioner’s websites,
but now we know how to make a theory-based choice
of the more Constructive ones.
4 examples of prescriptive advice: from mini-steps to
more major changes
1) from simple elicitations during lecturing,
2) In the context of leading class discussion
3) How to changes in worksheets/activities,
4) why complex, lengthier, tasks (e.g. problem-based learning) work.
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Ex. 1. While lecturing, instructors should
elicit generative responses from Ss (sample
chosen from literature, informed by ICAP)
Slow down (bc K-change processes take time). Pause after 5-7 minutes of
lecturing to:
1. Ask a deep or Constructive question
2. Ask Ss to pose questions
3. One minute paper
4. 2-minute breaks to reflect/discuss/write
5. Ask Ss to correct an erroneous solution
6. Support a statement made by instructor
7. Sketch/draw visuals
8. What is the muddiest point? (lots of evidence already of effectiveness)
9. Take notes (to avoid copying, provide ppt slides, Ss can avoid copying)

EX. 2 CONTEXT: LEADING CLASS DISCUSSIONS
• Revoice and recap what students
said, then ask Ss clarify further,
or press for explanation.
• Ask students to connect ideas
to what was discussed in prior
classes or to what another
student said.
• Ask Constructive questions, or
questions that require
students to generate a
Constructive response.
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CONSTRUCTIVE QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OR ANSWERING.

• What is a new example of … ?
• What do you predict would happen
if … ?
• How does ____ tie in with what we
learned before?
• How does ____ affect ____?
• Why is ____ important?
• How are ____ and ____ similar?
How are they different?
• What do you think causes ____ ?
• What conclusions can you draw
about _____ ? What evidence do
you have to support that?

• Clarify what you mean by ____.
• How can you apply what you know
about ____ to this new situation?
• What have you learned or found
out today?
• What do you need to find out in
order to solve this problem?
• If the ____ continues to ____, what
will be the result?
• How did you reach that
conclusion?
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Ex. 3. How to upgrade homework, worksheets, etc.
Step 1: Determine which ICAP mode the activity sheet is, at
in its current state.
Step 2: Decide which mode to upgrade it to (usually to C or I).
Step 3: Decide how: A simple way is to use a Constructive verb
in
the directive, based on our analyses of actual Verbs used.
Show 2 examples for college classrooms.

Ex. of how to upgrade an authentic worksheet engineering class:
This task is currently a “selection task:”
Select from the choices given (manip/Active)

II

2

D

e
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The professor upgraded it to an “explain &
draw” version (Constructive)

Based on the given information above: (1) State and explain properties
and change of crystal structures; (2) Draw unit cell transformation; (3)
State and explain original processing method for each object.
OBJ
EC
T

A
B
C
D
E

PROPERTIES &
CHANGE

UNIT CELL
TRANSFORMATION

ORIGINAL
PROCESSING
METHOD

Activities can be easily upgraded by using Constructive vs
Active verbs. “Select” clearly elicits more manipulative
responses, while “Explain & draw” elicit generative
responses from Ss
Active Verbs
Constructive Verbs
• Choose

Pick

• Ask Q

Brainstorm

• Copy

Find

• Build

Come up

• Circle

Follow

• Comment

Compare

• Identify

Guess

• Connect

Construct

• Label

List

• Decide

Defend

• Match

Measure

• Determine

Draw

• Recall

Name

• Explain

Justify

• Describe

Record

• Plot

Predict

• Delete

Show

• Represent

Set goal

YOU TRY:
ICAP VERBS TO USE IN ACTIVITY:
Categorize the VERBS below as either : interactive,
constructive, active, or passive. Borderline ok.
(Data source: worksheets of 73 activities)
Agree upon

Answer w/
partner

Brainstorm

Categorize

Check

Choose

Compare

Construct

Copy

Create

Debate

Describe

Determi
ne

Discuss

Draw

Engage

Expand

Explain

Generate

Graph

Go through

Identify

Justify

Label

List

Listen

Look

Match

Measure

Observe

Order

Participate

Pick

Predict

Reorgani
ze

Read

Recall

Record

Refer to

Review

Share

Solve

Suggest

Use

Work with group/partner

Match

Identify and Interpret

Ex. 4. of whole class group work: Problem-based learning.
Students actively investigate solutions to complex,
long-term challenges, often in groups. Takes time to design
and to implement..

Why is PBL effective for learning?

• Students given a problem
• Students identify what are the
subproblems or unknown
elements
• Students investigate to find
answers to unknown elements,
each taking a Q
• Students explain answers or new
information
• to each other in group
interactions.

Constr
Constr
Constr
Interact
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Concluding Remarks
1. Not everything we need to learn require deeper modes of ”active learning.” Not if only
require later retrieval. Also, some content does not benefit from C & I modes b/c no logic
to infer; Just need to memorize.
2. We can preserve lectures and make them Constructive (even Interactive) with simple and mini
tweaks. No need always for major overhaul.
3. ICAP takes the perspective of what Ss do to learn more deeply.
4. ICAP is generalizable across domains, age groups, tasks, etc.
5. ICAP can contribute to other research challenges: How to code and operationalize good vs
poorer Questions, code verbs, code dialog patterns.
6. ICAP suggests that improving Ss learning by improving Instr Materials, etc. are less effective
because Ss remain in the Passive mode.
7. We need to do translation research. Not just apply lab findings. Two of the robust lab
findings are for Enhancing Memory. Buit Ts are already quite competent at designing Active
activities that can enhance memory so don’t need that Robust lab findings.

The slides following this one contain more
examples of verbs and their IC AP modes.
Details can be read in the IC AP papers below.
Chi, M.T.H. (2009).Active-constructive-interactive: A conceptual
framework for differentiating learning activities. Topics in
Cognitive Science, 1(1), 73-105.
Chi, M. T. H. & Wylie, R. (2014). ICAP: A hypothesis of differentiated
learning effectiveness for four modes of engagement
activities. Educational Psychologist, 49, 1-25 (Lead article).
Chi, M.T.H., Adams, J., Bogusch, E. B., Bruchok, C., Kang, S., Lancaster,
M., Levy, R., Li, N., McEldoon, K., Stump, G. S., Wylie, R., Xu, D.,
& Yaghmourian, D. L. (2018). Teachers translating a theory of c
ognitive engagement into practice. Cognitive Science, Pp. 1-56.
(Extended lead article).
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PASSIVE VERBS:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage
Listen
Look
Read
Observe
Go through

PASSIVE VERBS:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage
Listen
Look
Read
Observe
Go through

PASSIVE VERBS:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage
Listen
Look
Read
Observe
Go through

ACTIVE VERBS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Categorize
Check
Choose
Copy
Describe
Identify
Label
List
Match
Measure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Order
Pick
Recall
Record
Refer to
Review,
Solve
Use

CONSTRUCTIVE VERBS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brainstorm
Compare
Construct
Create
Determine
Draw
Expand
Explain
Generate

Predict
Graph
Justify
Reorganize
Suggest

INTERACTIVE VERBS: But these verbs are not
good enough to achieve co-constructive
collaboration because they
Focus on behavior vs thinking/dialog processes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree upon
Answer w/ partner
Debate
Discuss
Participate
Share
Work w/ group/partner

Some verbs elicit Active responses, others elicit Constructive responses

Active
Calculate, Add
Fill-in (ex)
Find
Practice
Select
Rephrase

Constructive
Infer
Create
Brainstorm
Explain
Pose questions
Come up with
Represent
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VAGUE VERBS (need to add context):
Connect, exchange , complete , write , think, respond
“Connect” could indicate an Active activity where students are physically connecting words together on a worksheet. “Connect” could
also be Constructive if the students are supposed to draw conclusions between two separately taught concepts or between ideas
“Exchange” could be Passive if students are told to only exchange papers and read each other’s answers without doing anything else.
“Exchange” could be Active if students are told to underline and make notes on each other’s answers. “Exchange” could be Interactive if
students•are told to exchange ideas about how to solve a problem or exchange ideas about concepts with their partner.

“Complete” could be Active if students are filling-in-the-blank in a sentence or on a worksheet. “Complete” could be Constructive if
students are asked to complete an open ended hypothesis/prediction question.

•

“Write” could be Passive if students are told to write verbatim from the board. “Write” could be
Active if students are writing down a recall question. “Write” Could be Constructive if they are
writing •down their thoughts and new ideas in response to a question.
“Think” could be Active if students are asked to “think back” to the last lecture or to recall a specific previously-taught idea.
“Think” could Constructive if students are told to think of a solution or to think of a new idea.
“Respond” could be Active if students are responding to a recall question. “Respond” could be Constructive if students are
told to respond to new information, or to respond to an open-ended question. “Respond” could be Interactive if students
are asked to respond to their peers’ questions, proposals, or solutions.

